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1 Introduction 

This document analyses new MSCT use cases for Consumer-to-Business (C2B) payment 
contexts based on an SCT Instant transaction1, including: 

 MSCT use cases based on consumer-presented data involving a Payment Initiation 
Service Provider (PISP). 

 Offline MSCT use cases for transactions whereby the mobile device of the consumer 
has no internet connection at transaction time. 

 MSCT use cases with unknown final transaction amount. 

Since many of these use cases involve a PISP, a section is devoted to the analysis of new 
interoperability models involving a PISP, but also those involving a so-called Collecting PSP 
on the merchant side will be covered. The document furthermore discusses the impact of 
these new models on the interoperability requirements and process flows specified in the 
documents Technical interoperability for MSCTs based on payee-presented data (EPC 312-
19v1.0) and Technical interoperability for MSCTs based on payer-presented data (EPC 096-
20v1.0).  

Throughout the document, the terminology, abbreviations and references specified in the 
MSCT IG (EPC269-19v1.0), EPC312-19v1.0 and EPC096-20v1.0 apply2. 

Moreover, this document focuses on the usage of QR-codes as proximity technology. For 
other proximity technologies such as NFC and BLE used in a uni-directional way, the 
analyses made for QR-codes remain valid. In addition, this document also considers an 
MSCT use case whereby NFC is used as a proximity technology in a bi-directional mode (see 
MSCT use cases C2B-3). 

It should be noted that this document only deals with the technical interoperability of 
MSCTs and the derived requirements for interconnectivity of MSCT service providers. Next 
to these technical requirements, agreements between the MSCT service providers are 
needed to cover for operating rules, liability, recognition label, etc. These could for instance 
be covered under a “to be developed” dedicated framework.3 

Note that this document is now released as a standalone document, but the aim is to 
integrate it into the next release of the MSCT IG (EPC269-19). 
 

                                                      
1 According to the priorities set by the MSG MSCT in their roadmap. 
2 See https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/what-we-do/other-sepa-payments/sepa-goes-mobile/ad-
hoc-multi-stakeholder-group-mobile-initiated 
3 The need for such as framework has also been identified in the ERPB report Instant payments at the POI (see 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/12th-ERPB-
meeting/Report_from_the_ERPB_WG_on_instant_at_POI.pdf?efe8385c4196f8094d5b6625f7ffdc79) and is 
addressed by a dedicated ERPB WG (see  
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/14th-ERPB-
meeting/ERPB_working_group_on_instant_at_the_POI_-
_Framework_for_interoperability_of_instant_payments_at_the_POI.pdf?db00f43b17d4aeeb4a83ae82187d53
c8). 

https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/what-we-do/other-sepa-payments/sepa-goes-mobile/ad-hoc-multi-stakeholder-group-mobile-initiated
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/what-we-do/other-sepa-payments/sepa-goes-mobile/ad-hoc-multi-stakeholder-group-mobile-initiated
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/12th-ERPB-meeting/Report_from_the_ERPB_WG_on_instant_at_POI.pdf?efe8385c4196f8094d5b6625f7ffdc79
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/12th-ERPB-meeting/Report_from_the_ERPB_WG_on_instant_at_POI.pdf?efe8385c4196f8094d5b6625f7ffdc79
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/14th-ERPB-meeting/ERPB_working_group_on_instant_at_the_POI_-_Framework_for_interoperability_of_instant_payments_at_the_POI.pdf?db00f43b17d4aeeb4a83ae82187d53c8
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/14th-ERPB-meeting/ERPB_working_group_on_instant_at_the_POI_-_Framework_for_interoperability_of_instant_payments_at_the_POI.pdf?db00f43b17d4aeeb4a83ae82187d53c8
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/14th-ERPB-meeting/ERPB_working_group_on_instant_at_the_POI_-_Framework_for_interoperability_of_instant_payments_at_the_POI.pdf?db00f43b17d4aeeb4a83ae82187d53c8
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/14th-ERPB-meeting/ERPB_working_group_on_instant_at_the_POI_-_Framework_for_interoperability_of_instant_payments_at_the_POI.pdf?db00f43b17d4aeeb4a83ae82187d53c8
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2  New MSCT use cases 

2.1 Introduction 

Next to the MSCT use cases based on payer-presented data that have been described in 
chapter 7 of the MSCT IG (EPC269-19v1.0) and in the annex of EPC096-20v1.0, this section 
provides new MSCT use cases for C2B payment contexts. 

 

Payment 
context 

# MSCT use case description 

 
Consumer-to-
Business 
(C2B) 
payments 

C2B-1 Mobile device – Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code involving a PISP – SCA using a 
dedicated authentication application involving a fingerprint 

C2B-2 Smartwatch – Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code involving a PISP – SCA using an 
embedded authentication via the POI involving an OTP and 
PIN 

C2B-3 Mobile device - Off-line use case - Payment at a physical 
POI using NFC and EMV-based SCA involving a fingerprint (a 
so-called hybrid use case) 

C2B-4 Mobile device - Off-line use case - Payment at a physical 
POI with consumer-presented QR-code – Authentication 
involving facial recognition 

C2B-5 Mobile device - Off-line use case – Payment at a physical 
POI with consumer-presented QR-code involving a PISP – 
SCA via BLE using an MSCT app involving a fingerprint  

C2B-6 Mobile device - Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code - Unknown final transaction amount 
with final amount being higher than pre-agreed amount – 
SCA using a dedicated authentication app involving a 
mobile code 

C2B-7 Mobile device - Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code - Unknown final amount with final 
amount being lower than pre-agreed amount - SCA of 
consumer using MSCT application involving a fingerprint 

Table 1: Overview MSCT use cases 
 
Note: In the description of the MSCT use cases, reference is made to the merchant name; 
this refers to the merchant trade name and/or, if not available, at least the merchant legal 
name.  
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2.2  MSCT use case C2B-1: Mobile device – Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code involving a PISP – SCA using a dedicated authentication application 
involving a fingerprint 

This use case presents an example of consumer experience whereby their mobile device is 
used to pay in-store by presenting a consumer-presented QR-code to the POI. It is assumed 
that the QR-code contains the CustomerID and the consumer IBAN in clear text4. Hereby a 
dedicated authentication application on the mobile device of the consumer is used that they 
have downloaded. The consumer authentication is performed through a decoupled5 
authentication using a fingerprint code via the dedicated authentication application on the 
consumer’s mobile device.  

 

Figure 1: Actors in MSCT Use case C2B-1 

 

Consumer and merchant, may, and frequently will, hold their payment accounts with 
different ASPSPs. In this use case the consumer’s ASPSP is their MSCT service provider. The 
merchant has a contract with a PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) that supports the 
PSD2 API, has downloaded dedicated software on their POI and agreed to make the PSD2 
Art. 45(2) required PISP information available to the consumer. Moreover, the consumer 
needs to provide appropriate consent to the usage of the PISP by the merchant.6  

In this payment transaction a strong customer authentication (see section 8.3 in the MSCT 
IG) in accordance with the relevant provisions of PSD2 is performed involving a fingerprint 
code (see section 8.2 in the MSCT IG). 

For a virtual POI, this MSCT use case would be similar except that the CustomerID and IBAN 
will need to be transferred to the PISP in a different way (e.g., entered manually by the 

                                                      
4 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5476 and 2020_5477. 
5 Decoupled from the device used to make the transaction (the POI). See section 15.2 in the MSCT IG.  
6 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
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consumer into the PISP’s i-frame after selection/confirmation of the PISP on the merchant’s 
website or payment page). 
 

 
Figure 2: MSCT Use case C2B-1  
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In the figure above, the following steps are illustrated:  

Step 0 

 As a prerequisite, consumers would need to download a dedicated authentication app 
of an Authentication Service Provider. This Authentication Service Provider needs to 
have an appropriate agreement with the consumer’s ASPSP that covers the liabilities, 
delegation for authentication, on-boarding of consumer and their device (with linkage to 
the consumer account) and certification of the authentication app. 

 The consumer creates a static QR code containing their IBAN and CustomerID (issued by 
the consumer’s ASPSP) in an open standardised (reversible) format. This QR code can be 
printed on a sticker or stored in a mobile wallet (in analogy to a mobile boarding pass). 

 The merchant is subscribed to the PISP and installed their software on the POI. 

 The PISP is enabled to use the consumer ASPSP’s PSD2 Access to the Account interface 
(PSD2 API). 

 During the payment transaction, a mobile internet connection of the consumer device is 
required for the customer authentication.  

Step 1 

The merchant enters the transaction amount which is displayed on the POI7. 

Step 2 

The consumer selects and opens their mobile wallet containing the QR code. 

Step 3 

The consumer presents their QR code, which is scanned by the merchant’s POI. 

Step 4 

The merchant’s POI software retrieves the CustomerID and IBAN from the QR-code and 
provides the transaction details, including the merchant's name, IBAN_merchant, merchant 
transaction identifier, the transaction amount, the CustomerID and IBAN to the PISP. 

Step 5 

The PISP identifies the consumer’s ASPSP BIC from the consumer’s IBAN and their PSD2 access 

point. 

Step 6 

The PISP accesses the consumer’s ASPSP PSD2 interface and initiates an SCT Inst transaction 
by providing the transaction data including the CustomerID and IBAN, the merchant’s name/ 
IBAN, the transaction amount and the merchant transaction identifier. 

Step 7 

The consumer’s ASPSP checks the integrity of the SCT Inst instruction. 

  

                                                      
7 The display of the transaction amount by the POI may happen after step 3, since the customer identification 
might have an impact on the final transaction amount. 
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Step 8 

The consumer’s ASPSP forwards the transaction information to the Authentication Service 
Provider and requests a decoupled SCA. 

Step 9 

 The Authentication Service Provider forwards the transaction information to their 
dedicated authentication application on the consumer’s mobile device. 

 The authentication application pops-up a window with the transaction details including 
the merchant name/IBAN_merch and transaction amount and requests an 
authentication. 

Step 10 

The consumer authenticates and confirms the transaction by presenting a finger8 to the 
mobile device. 

Step 11 

The authentication application verifies the fingerprint and provides upon successful 
verification the authentication response to the Authentication Service Provider. 

Step 12 

The Authentication Service Provider provides the authentication response to the 
consumer’s ASPSP. 

Step 13 

 The consumer's ASPSP checks the authentication response. 

 The consumer’s ASPSP checks the availability of funds on the payer's account. 

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant transaction to the merchant 
ASPSP. 

Step 14 

A confirmation message is returned from the merchant’s ASPSP to the consumer’s ASPSP. 
The merchant’s ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

Step 15 

The consumer’s ASPSP sends a notification message to the PISP about the execution of the 
SCT Inst transaction. 

Step 16 

The PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) sends a notification message to the merchant 
about the successful transaction. 
  

                                                      
8 Note that other authentication means may be used, see chapter 8 in the MSCT IG. 
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Step 17 

The merchant POI displays to the consumer that the transaction has been successfully 
executed. 

 

Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-1 

Interoperability Based on and governed by PSD2. 

Challenges 
 

 Standardisation of the QR-code and identification of consumers. 

 Security of the QR code. 

 Protection of CustomerID and IBAN9. 

 Consumer consent with respect to usage of the PISP subject to 
EBA clarifications ((PSD 2 Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 
30))10.  

 The PSD2 API needs to support the functionalities required (e.g. 
decoupled SCA, notification message, etc.). 

 Requires a contract between the Merchant and the PISP. 

Table 2: Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-1 
 
Notes:  

 The standardisation of the QR-code for consumer-presented data has been 
addressed in EPC096-20v0.1. 

 The interoperability models for MSCTs involving a PISP are analysed in section 3 of 
this document. 

 The security of QR-codes will be addressed in the 2nd release of the MSCT IG 
(EPC269-19). 

  

                                                      
9 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5476 and 2020_5477. 
10 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
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2.3 MSCT use case C2B-2: Smartwatch – Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code involving a PISP – SCA using an embedded authentication via the POI 
involving an OTP and PIN 

This use case presents an example of consumer experience whereby their smartwatch is 
used to pay in-store by presenting a consumer-presented QR-code to the POI. It is assumed 
that the QR-code contains the CustomerID and the consumer IBAN in clear text11. The 
consumer authentication is performed through an embedded authentication12 using a PIN 
and one-time password (OTP) entered on the POI. 

The merchant is connected to a PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) that supports the 
PSD2 interface of the consumer’s ASPSP (= consumer MSCT service provider).  

 

 

Figure 3: Actors in MSCT Use case C2B-2 
 
Consumer and merchant, may, and frequently will, hold their payment accounts with 
different ASPSPs.  

The merchant has a contract with a PISP that supports the PSD2 API, has downloaded 
dedicated software on their POI and agreed to make the PSD2 Art. 45(2) required PISP 
information available to the consumer. Moreover, the consumer needs to provide 
appropriate consent to the usage of the PISP by the merchant.13  

In this payment transaction a strong customer authentication (see section 8.3 in the MSCT IG) 
in accordance with PSD2 is performed involving a PIN and OTP (see section 8.2 in the MSCT 
IG).  

                                                      
11 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5476 and 2020_5477. 
12 See section 15.2 in the MSCT IG. 
13 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
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Note that compliance with the EBA Opinion paper14 may be dependent on the actual 
implementation. 

For a virtual POI, this MSCT use case would be similar except that the CustomerID and IBAN 
will need to be transferred to the PISP in a different way (e.g., entered manually by the 
consumer into the PISP’s i-frame after selection/confirmation of the PISP on the merchant’s 
website or payment page). 

 
Figure 4: MSCT Use case C2B-2  

                                                      
14 See EBA-Op-2019-06: Opinion of the European Banking Authority on the elements of strong customer 
authentication under PSD2 (see https://www.eba.europa.eu/file/104475/). 
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In the figure above, the following steps are illustrated:  

Step 0 

 As a prerequisite, consumers would need to be subscribed to a “classic” ASPSP SCA 
method using a PIN knowledge factor and a possession factor of a device, i.e. the 
smartwatch in this case, which were securely bound to their account. 

 The consumer creates a static QR code containing their IBAN and CustomerID in an open 
standardised (reversible) format. This QR code is stored on a smartwatch (in analogy to a 
mobile boarding pass). 

 The merchant is subscribed to the PISP and installed their software on the POI. 

 The PISP is enabled to use the consumer ASPSP’s PSD2 Access to the Account interface 
(PSD2 API). 

 Depending on the OTP creation method, a mobile SMS connection with the consumer 
may or may not be required during the payment transaction. 

Step 1 

The merchant enters the transaction amount which is displayed on the POI. 

Step 2 

The consumer presents their QR code, which is scanned by the merchant. 

Step 3 

The merchant’s POI software retrieves the CustomerID and IBAN from the QR-code and 
provides the transaction details, including the merchant's name, IBAN_merchant, merchant 
transaction identifier, the transaction amount, the CustomerID and IBAN to the PISP. 

Step 4 

The PISP identifies the consumer’s ASPSP BIC from the consumer’s IBAN and their PSD2 access 
point. 

Step 5 

The PISP accesses the consumer’s ASPSP PSD2 interface and initiates an SCT Inst transaction 
by providing the transaction data including the CustomerID and IBAN, the merchant’s name/ 
IBAN, the transaction amount and the merchant transaction identifier. 

Step 6 

The consumer’s ASPSP checks the integrity of the SCT Inst instruction. 

Step 7 
The consumer’s ASPSP provides the transaction information (e.g. via SMS) and a one-time 
password (OTP) to the registered consumer’s device, i.e. the smartwatch. 

Step 8 

The consumer reviews and confirms the transaction by entering their PIN and the OTP onto 

the merchant’s POI terminal. 
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Step 9 

The PISP reads and securely transmits the PIN and OTP to the consumer ASPSP’s server via 
their PSD2 API (embedded authentication). 

Step 10 

 The consumer's ASPSP checks the PIN and OTP. 

 The consumer’s ASPSP checks the availability of funds on the payer's account. 

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant transaction to the merchant 
ASPSP. 

Step 11 

A confirmation message is returned from the merchant’s ASPSP to the consumer’s ASPSP. 
The merchant’s ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

Step 12 

The consumer’s ASPSP sends a notification message to the PISP about the execution of the 
SCT Inst transaction. 

Step 13 

The PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) sends a notification message to the merchant 
about the successful transaction. 

Step 14 

The merchant POI displays to the consumer that the transaction has been successfully 
executed. 

Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-2 

Interoperability Based on and governed by PSD2 

Challenges 
 

 Standardisation of the QR-code and identification of consumers 

 Security of the QR code. 

 Protection of CustomerID and IBAN15. 

 Consumer consent with respect to usage of the PISP subject to 
EBA clarifications ((PSD 2 Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 
30))16.  

 Communication of OTP to smart watch. 

 The PSD2 API needs to support the functionalities required (e.g. 
embedded SCA, notification message, etc.) 

 Requires a contract between the Merchant and the PISP. 

 Requires the merchant’s POS terminal to enable the entry of a 
numeric PIN+OTP code and to implement appropriate security 
measures  

 Customer experience 

Table 3: Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-2 
  

                                                      
15 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5476 and 2020_5477. 
16 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
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Notes:  

 The standardisation of the QR-code for consumer-presented data has been 
addressed in EPC096-20v0.1. 

 The interoperability models for MSCTs involving a PISP are analysed in section 3 of 
this document. 

 The security of QR-codes will be addressed in the 2nd release of the MSCT IG 
(EPC269-19). 
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2.4 MSCT use case C2B-3: Mobile device - Offline use case – Payment at a physical POI using 
NFC and EMV-based SCA involving a fingerprint 

This MSCT use case presents an example for an in-store payment based on consumer-
presented data and relying on EMV technology for the authentication of the consumer by 
their ASPSP. 

Benefitting from the bi-directional NFC communication capability, the consumer’s mobile 
device and the POI exchange the data requested to build the payload, while performing SCA 
using a mobile EMV contactless authentication app issued by the consumer’s ASPSP. The 
result of this SCA mechanism is a cryptogram generated by the EMV app which is transmitted 
by the POI, together with the other transaction data via the merchant’s MSCT service provider 
to the consumer’s ASPSP which will then verify this cryptogram. In the described example, 
the merchant’s MSCT service provider acts as a PISP for the exchanges with the consumer’s 
ASPSP. 

 

Figure 5: Actors in MSCT Use case C2B-3 
 
Consumer and merchant, may, and frequently will, hold their payment accounts with 
different ASPSPs. The merchant has a contract with a PISP (= merchant MSCT service 
provider) that supports the PSD2 API, have downloaded dedicated software on their POI 
and agreed to make the PSD2 Art. 45(2) required PISP information available to the payer. 
Moreover, the consumer needs to provide appropriate consent to the usage of the PISP by 
the merchant.17 In this payment transaction, the SCA18 is performed in accordance with 
PSD2: 

 The first SCA factor is the consumer’s mobile handset provisioned with a dedicated 
consumer ASPSP key (possession); 

                                                      
17 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
18 Subject to clarification by EBA on the need for dynamic linking according to Art. 97 of the PSD2 (see EBA 
Q&A 2020_5247). 
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 The second SCA factor is a fingerprint or another knowledge or inherence element, 
verified locally by the mobile device (see chapter 8 in the MSCT IG). 

No mobile network connectivity of the mobile handset is required in this use case, except for 
the possible notification to the consumer of the transaction execution (see section 2.4 in EPC 
096-20). 

 

Figure 6: MSCT Use case C2B-3  
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In the figure above, the following steps are illustrated:  

Step 0 

 As a prerequisite, the consumer has downloaded a mobile EMV contactless 
authentication app from their ASPSP on their mobile device. They have further 
registered their IBAN to be converted into a consumer_PAN and this consumer_PAN has 
been provisioned to the authentication app. 

 The merchant has contracted with the MSCT service provider (=PISP) and installed their 
software on the POI. 

Step 1 

The merchant enters the transaction amount which is displayed on the POI. 

Step 2 

The consumer selects and opens the EMV authentication application on their mobile device 
and presents a fingerprint.19 

Step 3 

The fingerprint is verified by the mobile device and the verification result is stored in the 
mobile device.  

Step 4 

The consumer taps their mobile device on the POI. This gesture may represent the 
consumer’s consent to use the PISP services20. 

Step 5 

While the mobile device is in the NFC field, the POI selects the EMV authentication 
application. 

 Step 6 

While the mobile handset is in the NFC field, the EMV application checks the status of the 
consumer verification that was stored on the mobile device and stores this result in an EMV 
parameter (Card Verification Result). 

Step 7 

While the mobile handset is in the NFC field, the POI retrieves from the EMV authentication 
app the PAN and possibly other data. 

Step 8 

While the mobile handset is in the NFC field, the POI sends to the EMV application the 
transaction amount, a challenge and other transaction data such as date, country code, etc. 
  

                                                      
19 Other consumer verification methods may be applied, see section 8 in the MSCT IG. 
20 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
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Step 9 

While the mobile handset is in the NFC field, the EMV application generates a cryptogram. 
This cryptogram signs the transaction amount, challenge, the Card Verification Result and 
other data.21 

Step 10 

While the mobile handset is in the NFC field, the POI retrieves the cryptogram and other 
associated data from the EMV application. 

Step 11 

The POI sends a payment initiation request to the merchant’s MSCT service provider 
(=PISP). The payment initiation request message includes the transaction amount, name and 
IBAN_merchant22, transaction identifier, consumer_PAN, the cryptogram and other 
associated data. 

Step 12 

The merchant’s MSCT service provider identifies the consumer’s ASPSP from the Issuer 
Identification Number present in the consumer_PAN (typically the first 6 digits). 

Step 13 

The merchant MSCT service provider, in its role of PISP, initiates a payment with the 
consumer ASPSP via the PSD2 API, and sends the full transaction data to the consumer’s 
ASPSP, including the transaction amount, consumer_PAN, merchant name, merchant_IBAN, 
transaction identifier, cryptogram. 

Step 14 

 The consumer ASPSP, upon receipt of the payload, checks the cryptogram using some of 
the associated data. They may also perform other optional controls (spending limits, risk 
management…).  

 Subsequently to the successful verification of the cryptogram, the consumer ASPSP 
converts the consumer_PAN back to the IBAN of the consumer. 

Step 15 

 The consumer’s ASPSP checks the availability of funds on the payer's account. 

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant transaction to the merchant 
ASPSP. 

Step 16 

 A confirmation message is returned from the merchant’s ASPSP to the consumer’s ASPSP. 

 The merchant’s ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

  

                                                      
21 Subject to further clarification by the EBA on the need for dynamic linking (see EBA Q&A 2020_5247). 
22 Alternatively, the name and IBAN of the merchant may also been added by the merchant MSCT service 
provider. 
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Step 17 

The consumer’s ASPSP sends a notification message to the PISP about the execution of the 
SCT Inst transaction. 

Step 18 

The PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) sends a notification message to the merchant 
about the successful transaction. 

Step 19 

The merchant POI displays to the consumer that the transaction has been successfully 
executed. 

Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-3 

Interoperability 
 

Based on and governed by PSD2. 
The EMV contactless kernel could serve as a basis for interoperability 
for the communication with the consumer’s mobile device. 

Challenges 
 

 The PSD2 API needs to support the functionalities needed (e.g. 
PAN, cryptogram and other associated data, notification 
message). 

 Use of NFC in certain phones is currently restricted to the phone 
vendor’s proprietary payment wallet but solution is “compatible” 
with this wallet. 

 Requires a contract between the merchant and the PISP (= 
merchant MSCT service provider) covering the liabilities around 
payment status confirmations. 

 Consumer consent with respect to usage of the PISP subject to 
EBA clarifications ((PSD 2 Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 
30))23.  

 Clarification on the need for SCA with dynamic linking24. 

 Impact of using the EMVCo specifications for an authentication 
app for MSCTs. 

Table 4: Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-3 
 
Note: The interoperability models for MSCTs involving a PISP are analysed in section 3 of 
this document. 
  

                                                      
23 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
24 Subject to clarification by EBA on question EBA Q&A 2020_5247. 
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2.5 MSCT use case C2B-4: Mobile device - Off-line use case – Payment at a physical POI with 
consumer-presented QR-code – Authentication involving facial recognition 

This use case presents an example of consumer experience whereby their mobile device is 
used to pay in-store by presenting a consumer-presented QR-code25 to the POI. This 
example covers an offline-use case whereby the consumer’s mobile device has generally 
online capability but has no connectivity at the time of transaction. Hereby a dedicated 
MSCT Instant application on the mobile device of the consumer is used that they have 
downloaded from an MSCT service provider into their mobile wallet. 

The consumer authentication is performed offline through the MSCT application in the 
consumer’s mobile wallet. 

 
Figure 7: Actors in MSCT Use case C2B-4 

 
Consumer and merchant, may, and frequently will, hold their payment accounts with 
different ASPSPs. Both ASPSPs are participants in the same MSCT Instant service26.  

Also, the merchant needs to be subscribed to the MSCT Instant service and have 
downloaded dedicated software on their POI.  

In this payment transaction a strong customer authentication (see section 8.3 in the MSCT 
IG) in accordance with PSD2 is performed involving a facial recognition27 (see section 8.2 in 
the MSCT IG). Note that hereby delegation for the consumer authentication needs to be 
given to the MSCT service provider by the payer’s ASPSP. 

The tokens used in this example in the QR-codes are valid only once (dynamic tokens). 
Based on risk considerations, the offline usability of those may be restricted.  

Note that although in the description of this use case, an optical token is used, the use case 
remains valid for other proximity technologies such as NFC or BLE. 
  

                                                      
25 This use case remains valid for any other optical format used to present the consumer data (e.g., barcode). 
26 This refers to the current MSCT solutions in the market. 
27 Note that also other methods may be used, see chapter 8 in the MSCT IG. 
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Figure 8: MSCT Use case C2B-4 (replace consumer ID with unique ID) 
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In the figure above, the following steps are illustrated:  

Step 0 

 As a prerequisite, the consumer would need to first subscribe to the MSCT Instant 
service and download a dedicated MSCT application from the MSCT service provider on 
their mobile device. During an on-boarding process, where the consumer will be 
authenticated online (see chapter 14 in the MSCT IG), the MSCT app receives a unique 
ID and the consumer will have agreed with their MSCT service provider an 
authentication method during the on-boarding process to open the MSCT app (e.g. facial 
recognition). The unique ID may be linked directly to the consumer or, for enhanced 
security, to the dedicated MSCT app, with a linking to the consumer in the MSCT service 
provider back-end system. 

 The consumer’s ASPSP delegates the authentication of the consumer to the MSCT 
service provider. 

 The merchant also needs to be subscribed to the MSCT Instant service, e.g., through 
their ASPSP or the MSCT service provider directly and install a dedicated API for 
communication with the MSCT service provider. 

 The MSCT service provider is linked to both ASPSPs. 

 When the MSCT app on the consumer’s mobile device has an online connection to the 
MSCT service provider, dedicated offline transaction tokens are being stored in an OS 
secured keychain by the MSCT app on the mobile device. 

Step 1 

The merchant enters the transaction amount which is displayed on the POI. 

Step 2 

The consumer selects and opens the MSCT application on their mobile device by 
authenticating28 themselves via a facial identity29.  

Step 3 

 The facial identity of the consumer is verified by the mobile device. 

 Upon successful verification, a QR-code is displayed that contains a transaction token 
taken out from the secured keychain on the mobile device. 

Step 4 

The consumer presents their QR code, which is scanned by the merchant. 

Step 5 
The merchant retrieves the data from the QR-code and sends a Payment Request message 

to the MSCT service provider, including the merchant's name, IBAN_merchant30, merchant 

transaction identifier, the transaction amount and the transaction token. 

  

                                                      
28 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5366 and 2020_5367. 
29 Note that other authentication methods may be used, see chapter 8 in the MSCT IG. 
30 Instead of the IBAN_merchant a proxy may be used. 
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Step 6 

The MSCT service provider matches the transaction token with the unique ID and transmits 

an SCT Instant Instruction, including the merchant name, IBAN_merchant, transaction data 

and unique ID to the consumer ASPSP. 

Step 7 

 The consumer ASPSP checks the integrity of the SCT Instant instruction and verifies the 
unique ID.  

 The consumer ASPSP checks the availability of funds on the consumer account.  

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant transaction to the merchant 
ASPSP. 

Step 8 

 A confirmation message is returned from the merchant ASPSP to the consumer ASPSP. 

 The merchant ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

Step 9 

 The consumer’s ASPSP sends a notification message to the MSCT service provider about 
the successful execution of the SCT Inst transaction. 

 The merchant receives a notification from their MSCT service provider that their account 
has been credited. 

Step 10 

The merchant POI displays to the consumer that the transaction has been successfully 
executed. 

Step 11 

The consumer is informed by the MSCT service provider in their MSCT app as soon as the 
app is back online again that the payment has been successfully executed and may 
optionally receive an e-receipt. 

 

Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-4 

Interoperability 

 

The consumer and the merchant are subscribed to the same MSCT 

service while the consumer ASPSP needs be linked to the 

corresponding MSCT service provider. For a truly “open” approach 

and a SEPA-wide interoperability, if the MSCT service provider of the 

consumer is different to the MSCT service provider of the merchant, 

a framework will need to be specified that interconnects the 

different MSCT service providers.  

Challenges 

 

 Standardisation of messages including data elements 
between MSCT service provider back-ends. 

 Standardisation of the QR-code. 

 Standardisation of the Payment Request messages.  
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 Security of the QR-code. 

 Clarification on the compliance concerning SCA with dynamic 
linking as specified in the PSD2 and RTS31.  

 Standardisation of interface between MSCT service providers 
and ASPSPs. 

 The Notification messages in step 9 are not included in the 
SCT Instant scheme. 

Table 5: Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-4 
 
Notes:  

 The standardisation of the QR-code for consumer-presented data and the Payment 
Request messages have been addressed in EPC096-20v0.1. 

 The interoperability of MSCTs based on consumer-presented data whereby different 
MSCT service providers are involved for the consumer and merchant has been 
addressed in EPC096-20v1.0. 

 The security of QR-codes and the minimum data elements in the Notification 
messages will be addressed in the 2nd release of the MSCT IG (EPC269-19). 

  

                                                      
31 Subject to clarification by EBA on questions EBA Q&A 2020_5366 and 2020_5367. 
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2.6 MSCT use case C2B-5: Mobile device – Offline use case - Payment at a physical POI with 
consumer-presented QR-code involving a PISP – SCA via BLE using an MSCT app involving a 
fingerprint 

This use case presents an example of consumer experience whereby their mobile device has 
no mobile network connection32 and is used for a payment at a physical POI. In this use case 
two proximity technologies are used: a consumer-presented QR-code and BLE.  

The consumer has preloaded a dedicated MSCT app onto their mobile device provided by 
their ASPSP that supports the generation of an Advanced Electronic Signature (AdES) as 
specified under the eIDAS framework33 based on a dedicated asymmetric key pair34. It is 
further assumed that the QR-code provided by the MSCT app35 contains the necessary 
information to establish a secure connection (cross refer section in the MSCT IG) between 
this app and the merchant POI via BLE for performing the SCA. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Actors in MSCT Use case C2B-5 
 

Consumer and merchant, may, and frequently will, hold their payment accounts with 
different ASPSPs. 

The merchant has a contract with a PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) that supports 
the PSD2 API, has downloaded dedicated software on their POI and agreed to make the 

                                                      

32 If the mobile device of the consumer has internet connection, a similar use case could be considered 

whereby the QR-code could be used to establish an internet connection between the MSCT app and the 
merchant or the PISP to conduct the transaction.  
33 See https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/content/eidas-regulation-regulation-eu-ndeg9102014 
34 See also the EU Retail Payments Strategy including the use of EUid, eIDAS signatures and e-receipts, 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0592&from=EN. 
35 Unlike in some other MSCT use cases whereby an MSCT app is involved and the SCT Instant is initiated by 
the MSCT service provider, in this use case it is initiated by a PISP, involved on the merchant side. 
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PSD2 Art. 45(2) required PISP information available to the consumer. Moreover, the 
consumer needs to provide appropriate consent to the usage of the PISP by the merchant.36  

The PISP also has a dedicated asymmetric key pair to generate a QSEAL in accordance with 
the eIDAS framework. 

The exchange of data between the MSCT app on the consumer’s mobile device and the PISP 
is protected through symmetric encryption using a secret key derived from dedicated 
session Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key pairs that are generated for each 
transaction both by the MSCT app and by the PISP (see figure 11 for an overview of the 
cryptography) from the respective public keys of the MSCT app and the PISP. 

In this payment transaction a strong customer authentication (see section 8.3 in the MSCT 
IG) in accordance with PSD2 is performed involving a fingerprint that unlocks a 
cryptographic private key held within the “separate secure execution environment” of the 
consumer’s mobile device to create the AdES (see section 8.2 in the MSCT IG). 

                                                      
36 Subject to clarification by EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
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Figure 10: MSCT Use case C2B-5 
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Figure 11: MSCT Use case C2B-5 – overview cryptography 
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In the figure 10 above, the following steps are illustrated:  

Step 0 

 As a prerequisite, consumers would need to download an MSCT app from their ASPSP 
that supports the generation of AdES under the eIDAS framework and the yet to be 
defined interoperability standard between these apps and PISPs, including the 
generation of ECDH session keys. Moreover, the app stores all eIDAS country root keys 
to enable public key certificate verifications.  

 The merchant is subscribed to the PISP and has installed their software on the POI. 

 The PISP also supports the generation of QSEALs under the eIDAS framework and the 
yet to be defined interoperability standard including the generation of ECDH session 
keys. It is further enabled to use the consumer ASPSP’s PSD2 Access to the Account 
interface (PSD2 API). 

 During the payment transaction, there is no internet nor OTA connection required for 
the consumer’s mobile device.  

Step 1 

The merchant enters the transaction amount which is displayed on the POI37. 

Step 2 

 The consumer selects and opens the MSCT app on their mobile device.  

 The app generates a session ECDH_app key pair and a dynamic QR code-containing the 
ECDH_app public key. 

Step 3 

 The consumer presents their QR-code, which is scanned by the merchant’s POI. 

 The POI retrieves the necessary information to establish a BLE connection with the 
MSCT app on the consumer’s mobile device. 

 The information contained in the QR-code is provided to the PISP. 

Step 4 

 The PISP retrieves the ECDH_app public key and checks the merchant. 

 The PISP generates an ECDH_PISP key pair and creates a message containing the 
transaction details, including - as a minimum - the merchant's name, IBAN_merchant, 
merchant transaction identifier and the transaction amount. This message is signed with 
a PISP QSEAL and encrypted with a secret session key derived from the ECDH public keys 
of the MSCT app and the PISP. 

Step 5 

The encrypted/signed message, including the PISP QSEAL public key certificate and the 
ECDH_PISP public key is transferred to the merchant and from the merchant’s POI to the 
MSCT app on the consumer’s mobile device using BLE.  
  

                                                      
37 The display of the transaction amount by the POI may happen after step 3, since the customer identification 
might have an impact on the final transaction amount. 
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Step 6 

 The MSCT app on the consumer’s mobile device also generates the same secret session 
key from the ECDH public keys of the MSCT app and the PISP and decrypts the message. 

 Next the app verifies the PISP QSEAL public key certificate and subsequently the PISP 
QSEAL (hereby implicitly authenticating the PISP). 

 The transaction details (including as a minimum the transaction amount and merchant 
name/IBAN) are displayed to the consumer by the MSCT app. 

 The MSCT app optionally offers the consumer to select a payment account or presents a 
default account for approval. 

Step 7 

 The consumer authenticates and confirms the transaction by presenting a finger to their 
device.  

 The mobile device verifies the fingerprint. 

Step 8 

 Upon successful verification of the fingerprint, the MSCT app on the consumer’s mobile 
device further completes the message received with the IBAN_consumer, CustomerID 
and the ASPSP’s HostID (uri). 

 The app generates an AdES on the message (dynamically linked to all data elements). 

 The app subsequently encrypts the signed data using the secret session key. 

Step 9 

The encrypted/signed message including the AdES public key certificate is transferred from 

the app via BLE to the POI and further transferred to the PISP. 

Step 10 

 The PISP checks the message received by decrypting the message using the secret 
session key. 

 Next the PISP optionally verifies the AdES public key certificate and subsequently the 
AdES, and can thereby verify the validity of the SCA. 

 The PISP retrieves the ASPSP’s HostID (uri). 

Step 11 

The PISP provides the consumer-signed message as a “signed payment request” to the 

consumer’s ASPSP via their PSD2 API. 

Step 12 

 The consumer ASPSP checks the integrity of all the information provided including the 
verification of the AdES.  

 The consumer ASPSP checks the availability of funds on the consumer’s account. 

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant transaction to the merchant 
ASPSP. 
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Step 13 

A confirmation message is returned from the merchant’s ASPSP to the consumer’s ASPSP. 
The merchant’s ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

Step 14 

The consumer ASPSP sends a notification message to the PISP about the execution of the 
SCT Inst transaction. 

Step 15 

The PISP sends a notification message to the merchant about the successful transaction. 

Step 16 

The merchant POI displays the successful transaction and provides an e-receipt to the 
consumer’s mobile device via BLE. 

 

Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-5 

Interoperability 
 

 Based on and governed by PSD2 

 EC eIDAS framework 

 Yet to be defined proximity connection standard between the 
MSCT app and the PISP software on the POI. 

Challenges 
 

 The MSCT app from the consumer ASPSP must support the 
generation of AdES under the eIDAS framework and the proximity 
connection standard (including the generation of the session 
key). 

 The PISP needs to support the generation of QSEALs under the 
eIDAS framework. 

 Requires a contract between the merchant and the PISP. 

 Consumer consent with respect to usage of the PISP subject to 
EBA clarifications ((PSD 2 Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 
30))38.  

 Support for the proximity connection standard both by the MSCT 

app and the POI. 

 Lack of common specification for usage of BLE for payments at 

the POI. 

 Liability aspects need to be clarified. 

 Standardisation of the QR-code and identification of consumers. 

 Integrity of the QR-code. 

 The PSD2 API needs to support the functionalities required (e.g. 

signed payment request, notification message, etc.). 

Table 6: Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-5 
  

                                                      
38 Subject to clarification by EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 2020_5573. 
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Notes:  

 All MSCT use cases described include the performance of an SAC. Obviously, if SCA is 
not required when an exemption is applied in accordance with PSD2 and the RTS, 
the corresponding steps will be omitted and the consumer would just confirm the 
transaction, e.g. by pressing a button on the consumer device. 

 The interoperability models for MSCTs involving a PISP are analysed in section 3 in 
this document. 

 The integrity of QR-codes will be addressed in the 2nd release of the MSCT IG 
(EPC269-19). 
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2.7 MSCT use case C2B-6: Mobile device - Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code - Unknown final amount with final amount is higher than pre-agreed 
amount – SCA using a dedicated authentication application involving a mobile code 

This MSCT use case presents an example of consumer experience whereby their mobile 
device is used to pay in-store by presenting a consumer-presented QR-code to the POI. 
Hereby a dedicated MSCT Instant application on the mobile device of the consumer is used 
that they have downloaded from an MSCT service provider into their mobile device. 

The consumer authentications are performed through a dedicated Authentication 
application23F

39 in the consumer mobile device 24F

40. 

 

 
Figure 12: Actors in MSCT Use case C2B-6 

 

Consumer and merchant, may, and frequently will, hold their payment accounts with 
different ASPSPs. Both ASPSPs are participants in the same MSCT Instant Service 25F

41.  

Also, the merchant needs to be subscribed to the MSCT Instant service and have downloaded 
dedicated software on their POI.  

In this payment transaction strong customer authentication (see section 8.3 in MSCT IG) in 
accordance with the relevant PSD2 requirements is performed involving a mobile code 26F

42 

                                                      
39 An application accessed through the mobile device performing the functions related to a user authentication, 
as required by the Authentication service provider. 
40 In this case there is a delegated authentication from the consumer ASPSP to the Authentication service 
provider. Also, an agreement between the consumer ASPSP and the Authentication service provider is needed. 
41 This refers to the current MSCT solutions in the market. 
42 Note that other biometric methods may be used. 
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(see section 8.2 in MSCT IG). Note that hereby delegation for the consumer authentication 
needs to be given by the consumer ASPSP to the Authentication service provider. 
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Figure 13: MSCT Use case C2B-6 
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In the figure above, the following steps are illustrated:  

Step 0 

 As a prerequisite, the consumer would need to first subscribe to the MSCT Instant 
service and download a dedicated MSCT Instant application from the MSCT service 
provider on their mobile device. Furthermore, they have a separate Authentication 
application from an Authentication service provider on their mobile device that has 
been previously linked to the MSCT Instant application.  

 The consumer ASPSP delegates the authentication of the consumer to the 
Authentication service provider. 

 The merchant also needs to be subscribed to the MSCT Instant service, e.g., through 
their ASPSP or the MSCT service provider directly, has downloaded dedicated software 
and has the appropriate equipment to scan QR-codes in their POI environment. 

 The MSCT service provider is linked to the consumer ASPSP. 

 During the payment transaction, a mobile internet connection by the consumer device is 
required.  

Step 1 

The merchant enters the pre-agreed43 transaction amount which is displayed on the POI 27F

44. 

Step 2 

 The consumer selects and opens the MSCT Instant application on their mobile device 
which possibly involves the entry of a password (or other means of authentication).  

 A QR-code containing a token for the consumer is generated by the MSCT Instant 
application on the mobile device.  

Step 3 

The consumer presents the QR-code which is scanned by the merchant POI. 

Step 4 

The merchant retrieves the consumer token from the QR-code and sends a Payment 

Request message to the MSCT service provider, including the merchant name, 

IBAN_merchant28F

45, merchant transaction identifier, the pre-agreed transaction amount and 

the consumer token. 

Step 5 

The MSCT service provider identifies the consumer IBAN and ASPSP from the consumer token. 

  

                                                      
43 E.g. for rental, hospitality, e-com food, … 
44 The display of the pre-agreed transaction amount by the POI may happen after step 3, since the customer 
identification might have an impact on the final transaction amount. 
45 Instead of the IBAN_merchant a proxy may be used. 
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Step 6 

 The MSCT service provider forwards the transaction information to the MSCT Instant 
app on the consumer mobile device. 

 The consumer is invited to confirm the transaction and is redirected to their 
Authentication application which displays the merchant name/ IBAN_merchant and the 
pre-agreed transaction amount. 

 The consumer authenticates and confirms the transaction by entering their mobile code 
on the mobile device.  

Step 7 

Upon successful mobile code verification by the mobile device, the MSCT service provider is 

informed by the Authentication service provider. 

Step 8 

The SCT Instant Instruction including the merchant name, IBAN_merchant, the pre-agreed 
transaction amount and the merchant transaction identifier with a flag indicating the 
successful authentication are transmitted from the MSCT service provider to the consumer 
ASPSP. 

Step 9 

 The consumer ASPSP checks the integrity of the SCT Instant Instruction. 

 The consumer ASPSP checks the availability of funds on the consumer account. 

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant Transaction (on the pre-
agreed transaction amount) to the merchant ASPSP. 

Step 10 

 A confirmation message is returned from the merchant ASPSP to the consumer ASPSP. 

 The merchant ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

Step 11 

The consumer ASPSP sends a notification message to the MSCT service provider about the 

successful execution of the SCT Inst transaction. 

Step 12 

 The merchant is informed by the MSCT service provider that their account has been 
credited.  

 The consumer is informed by the MSCT service provider in their MSCT app that the 
payment has been successfully executed and may optionally receive an e-receipt. 

Step 13 

 After offering the service, the final transaction amount is higher than the pre-agreed 
amount by the consumer. 

 The merchant enters the difference between the two transaction amounts on the POI 27F

46
 

which is displayed as a new transaction amount on the POI to the consumer, if present. 

                                                      
46 The display of the transaction amount by the POI may happen after step 3, since the customer identification 
might have an impact on the final transaction amount. 
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Step 14 

The merchant sends a new Payment Request message to their MSCT service provider, 
including the merchant name, IBAN_merchant 28F

47, merchant transaction identifier, the new 
transaction amount and the merchant transaction identifier of the original transaction. 

Step 15 

The MSCT service provider identifies the consumer IBAN and ASPSP from the consumer 
token in the original transaction. 

Step 16 

 The MSCT service provider forwards the transaction information to the MSCT Instant 
app on the consumer mobile device. 

 The consumer is invited to confirm the transaction and is redirected to their 
Authentication application48 which displays the merchant name/ IBAN_merchant and 
the new transaction amount. 

 The consumer authenticates and confirms the transaction by entering their mobile code 
on the mobile device.  

Step 17 

Upon successful mobile code verification by the mobile device, the MSCT service provider is 
informed by the Authentication service provider. 

Step 18 

The SCT Instant Instruction including the merchant name, IBAN_merchant, the new 
transaction amount and the merchant transaction identifier with a flag indicating the 
successful authentication are transmitted from the MSCT service provider to the consumer 
ASPSP. 

Step 19 

 The consumer ASPSP checks the integrity of the SCT Instant Instruction. 

 The consumer ASPSP checks the availability of funds for the new transaction amount on 
the consumer account. 

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant Transaction (on the new 
transaction amount) to the merchant ASPSP. 

Step 20 

A confirmation message is returned from the merchant ASPSP to the consumer ASPSP. 
The merchant ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

Step 21 

The consumer ASPSP sends a notification message to the MSCT service provider about the 
successful execution of the SCT Inst transaction. 

                                                      
47 Instead of the IBAN_merchant a proxy may be used. 
48 This 2nd transaction may be exempted from SCA in which case the consumer would not be invited to enter a 
mobile code. 
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Step 22 

 The merchant is informed by the MSCT service provider that their account has been 
credited.  

 The consumer is informed by the MSCT service provider in their MSCT app that the 
payment has been successfully executed and may optionally receive an e-receipt. 

 

Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-6 

Interoperability 
 

The consumer and the merchant are subscribed to the same MSCT 

service while the consumer ASPSP needs be linked to this MSCT 

service provider. For a truly “open” approach and a SEPA-wide 

interoperability, if the MSCT service provider of the consumer is 

different from the MSCT service provider of the merchant, a 

framework will need to be specified that interconnects the different 

MSCT service providers.  

Challenges 
 

 Standardisation of messages between MSCT service providers 

(e.g., Payment Request messages, Notification messages, …). 

 Standardisation of the QR-code. 

 Security of the QR-code. 

 How can the two transactions be linked? 

 How can the merchant link the two transactions? 

 How can the consumer link the two transactions? 

 The notification messages in steps 11 and 22 are not included in 

the SCT Instant scheme. 

Table 7: Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-6 
 
Notes:  

 For virtual POIs, the MSCT use case will be similar except that the consumer token 
will need to be transferred to the merchant in a different way (e.g., entered 
manually by the consumer into the merchant website or payment page). 

 This use case could also be described for MSCTs based on merchant-presented QR-
codes whereby two consecutive transactions will need to be executed, the first one 
based on a QR-code including the pre-agreed amount, the second one covering the 
difference between the two transaction amounts. 

 The standardisation of the QR-code for consumer-presented data and the Payment 
Request messages have been addressed in EPC096-20v0.1. 

 The interoperability of MSCTs based on consumer-presented data whereby different 
MSCT service providers are involved for the consumer and merchant has been 
addressed in EPC096-20v1.0. 

 The security of QR-codes and the minimum data elements in the Notification 
messages will be addressed in the 2nd release of the MSCT IG (EPC269-19). 
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2.8 MSCT use case C2B-7: Mobile device - Payment at a physical POI with consumer-
presented QR-code  - Unknown final amount with final amount being lower than pre-agreed 
amount – SCA of consumer using MSCT application involving a fingerprint 

This use case presents an example of consumer experience whereby their mobile device is 
used to pay in-store by presenting a consumer-presented QR-code to the POI. Hereby a 
dedicated MSCT Instant application on the mobile device of the consumer is used that they 
have downloaded from an MSCT service provider into their mobile wallet. 

The consumer authentication is performed through the MSCT application in the consumer 
mobile device. 

 

 
Figure 14: Actors in MSCT Use case C2B-7 

 

Consumer and merchant, may, and frequently will, hold their payment accounts with 
different ASPSPs. Both ASPSPs are participants in the same MSCT Instant Service 30F

49.  

Also, the merchant needs to be subscribed to the MSCT Instant service and have 
downloaded dedicated software on their POI.  

In this payment transaction a strong customer authentication (see section 8.3 in MSCT IG) of 
the consumer on the pre-agreed amount in accordance with the relevant PSD2 
requirements is performed involving a fingerprint31F50 (see section 8.2 in MSCT IG).  
 

                                                      
49 This refers to the current MSCT solutions in the market. 
50 Note that also biometric methods may be used. 
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Furthermore, a strong customer authentication (see section 8.3 in MSCT IG) of the merchant 
on the repayment51 amount in accordance with the relevant PSD2 requirements is 
performed involving a code 31F

52 (see section 8.2 in MSCT IG). Note that for both 
authentications delegation needs to be given to the MSCT service provider by the respective 
ASPSPs. 

Note that the transaction flow for the repayment (covering part of the original transaction 
amount) illustrated in this use case remains valid even if a repayment is done for a re-
imbursement of the full original transaction amount. 

 

                                                      
51 This is referenced as a “transfer back” in the SCT Instant rulebook (EPC004-16/2019 Version1.2). 
52 Note that also biometric methods may be used. 
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Figure 15: MSCT Use case C2B-7 
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In the figure above, the following steps are illustrated:  

Step 0 

 As a prerequisite, the consumer would need to subscribe to the MSCT Instant service 
and download a dedicated MSCT Instant application from the MSCT service provider on 
their mobile device.  

 The consumer ASPSP delegates the authentication of the consumer to the MSCT service 
provider. 

 The merchant also needs to be subscribed to the MSCT Instant service, e.g., through 
their ASPSP or the MSCT service provider directly and has downloaded dedicated 
software and has the appropriate equipment to scan QR-codes in their POI environment. 

 The MSCT service provider is linked to the consumer ASPSP. 

 During the payment transaction, a mobile internet connection by the consumer device is 
required.  

Step 1 

The merchant enters the pre-agreed transaction amount53 which is displayed on the POI. 32F

54 

Step 2 

 The consumer selects and opens the MSCT Instant application on their mobile device 
which possibly involves the entry of a password.  

 A QR-code containing a token for the consumer is generated by the MSCT Instant 
application on the mobile device.  

Step 3 

The consumer presents the QR-code which is scanned by the merchant POI. 

Step 4 

The merchant retrieves the consumer token from the QR-code and sends a Payment 

Request message to their MSCT service provider, including the merchant name, 

IBAN_merchant33F

55, merchant transaction identifier, the pre-agreed amount and the 

consumer token. 

Step 5 

The MSCT service provider identifies the consumer IBAN and ASPSP from the consumer token. 

Step 6 

 The MSCT service provider forwards the transaction information to the MSCT Instant 
app on the consumer mobile device. 

 The MSCT Instant application pops-up a window with the transaction details including 
the merchant name/ IBAN_merchant and the pre-agreed transaction amount. 

                                                      
53 E.g. for car rental, hospitality, …. 
54 The display of the transaction amount by the POI may happen after step 3, since the customer identification 
might have an impact on the final transaction amount. 
55 Instead of the IBAN_merchant a proxy may be used. 
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 The consumer authenticates and confirms the transaction by presenting a fingerprint to 
the mobile device. 

Step 7 

Upon successful verification of the fingerprint by the mobile device, an authentication code 

is calculated by the MSCT application.  

Step 8 

The SCT Instant Instruction, including the merchant name, IBAN_merchant, the pre-agreed 
transaction amount, the merchant transaction identifier and the authentication code are 
transmitted to the consumer ASPSP via the MSCT service provider. 

Step 9 

 The consumer ASPSP checks the integrity of the SCT Instant Instruction and verifies the 
authentication code.  

 The consumer ASPSP checks the availability of funds on the payer account.  

 The consumer ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant transaction over the pre-
agreed amount to the merchant ASPSP. 

Step 10 

A confirmation message is returned from the merchant ASPSP to the consumer ASPSP. 
The merchant ASPSP makes the funds available to the merchant. 

Step 11 

The consumer ASPSP sends a notification message to the MSCT service provider about the 
successful execution of the SCT Inst transaction over the pre-agreed amount. 
Step 12 

 The merchant is informed by the MSCT service provider that their account has been 
credited.  

 The consumer is informed by the MSCT service provider in their MSCT app that the 
payment has been successfully executed and may optionally receive an e-receipt. 

Step 13 

 After offering the service, the final transaction amount is lower than the pre-agreed 
amount by the consumer. 

 The merchant enters the repayment amount (i.e. difference between the pre-agreed 
amount and the final amount) on the POI which is displayed to the consumer, if present. 7F. 

 
Step 14 
The merchant POI sends an SCT Inst instruction to their MSCT service provider, including the 
merchant name, IBAN_merchant56, merchant transaction identifier, the repayment amount 
and the merchant transaction identifier of the original transaction. 
  

                                                      
56 Instead of the IBAN_merchant a proxy may be used. 
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Step 15 

The MSCT service provider identifies the consumer name/IBAN and consumer ASPSP from 

the consumer token in the original transaction and the merchant ASPSP from the 

IBAN_merchant. 

Step 16  

 The MSCT service provider forwards the transaction information with a challenge to the 
merchant POI. 

 The transaction information including the consumer name/IBAN and repayment amount 
are displayed to the merchant with a request for authentication57. 

 The merchant authenticates (e.g. using a dedicated code) and confirms the transaction.  

Step 17 

Upon successful verification of the merchant, an authentication code is calculated and 

transmitted to the MSCT service provider.  

Step 18 

The SCT Instant Instruction including the consumer name, IBAN_consumer, the repayment 
amount and a transaction identifier with a flag indicating the successful authentication are 
transmitted from the MSCT service provider to the merchant ASPSP. 

Step 19 

 The merchant ASPSP checks the integrity of the SCT Instant Instruction. 

 The merchant ASPSP checks the availability of funds for the final transaction amount on 
the merchant account. 

 The merchant ASPSP prepares and submits the SCT Instant Transaction (on the 
repayment amount) to the consumer ASPSP. 

Step 20 

 A confirmation message is returned from the consumer ASPSP to the merchant ASPSP. 

 The consumer ASPSP makes the funds available to the consumer. 

Step 21 

The merchant ASPSP sends a notification message to the MSCT service provider about the 

successful execution of the SCT Inst transaction. 

Step 22 

 The consumer is informed by the MSCT service provider that their account has been 
credited.  

 The merchant is informed by the MSCT service provider that the payment has been 
successfully executed and may optionally receive an e-receipt. 

  

                                                      
57 This transaction may be exempted from SCA based on Articles 16 or 17 of the RTS. 
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Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-7 

Interoperability 
 

The consumer and the merchant are subscribed to the same MSCT 

service while both the consumer ASPSP and the merchant ASPSP 

need to be linked to the MSCT service provider. For a truly “open” 

approach and a SEPA-wide interoperability, if the MSCT service 

provider of the consumer is different from the MSCT service 

provider of the merchant, a framework will need to be specified 

that interconnects the different MSCT service providers.  

Challenges 
 

 Standardisation of messages between MSCT service providers 

(e.g., Payment Request messages, Notification messages, …). 

 Standardisation of the QR-code. 

 Security of the QR-code. 

 Authority to staff for repayment at merchant side. 

 How to link the two transactions. 

 How can the merchant link the two transactions? 

 How can the consumer link the two transactions? 

 The notification messages in steps 11 and 22 are not included in 

the SCT Instant scheme. 

Table 8: Analysis MSCT Use case C2B-7 
 
Notes:  

 For virtual POIs, the MSCT use case will be similar except that the consumer token 
will need to be transferred to the merchant in a different way (e.g., entered 
manually by the consumer into the merchant website or payment page). 

 The standardisation of the QR-code for consumer-presented data and the Payment 
Request messages have been addressed in EPC096-20v0.1. 

 The interoperability of MSCTs based on consumer-presented data whereby different 
MSCT service providers are involved for the consumer and merchant has been 
addressed in EPC096-20v1.0. 

 The security of QR-codes and the minimum data elements in the Notification 
messages will be addressed in the 2nd release of the MSCT IG (EPC269-19). 
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3 New MSCT interoperability models 

3.1 Introduction 

This section studies models involving a Payment Initiation Service Provider (PISP) (see 
section 3.2) or a Collecting PSP (CPSP) (see section 3.3) for the execution of an MSCT. Next 
to a brief description of the most important models identified, a brief analysis is made of 
how the interoperability requirements that have been specified in the document EPC312-19 
and EPC096-20 are impacted. 

3.2 Models involving a PISP 

PISPs as specified in the PSD2 and the RTS could be involved to facilitate MSCTs. According 
to Article 94.2 of PSD2, a PISP could be involved between the PSU and their ASPSP but they 
shall only access, process and retain personal data necessary for the provision of their 
payment services, with the explicit consent of the payment service user.  

This section analyses models for MSCTs involving a PISP, impacting the interoperability. 
Hereby the focus will be on C2B payment contexts and a distinction will be made between 
MSCTs based on merchant-presented data and MSCTs based on consumer-presented data.  

However, the analyses made below remain valid for other payment contexts, although for 
P2P payments, a PISP will only be involved on the payer side while models involving a CPSP 
will not be used. 

3.2.1 MSCTs based on merchant-presented data 

Two different cases could be distinguished concerning the involvement of a PISP: 

Case 1: The PISP is the consumer MSCT service provider and the consumer has a dedicated 
MSCT application on their consumer device to initiate the payment after receiving the 
merchant-presented data from the POI; 
Case 2: The PISP is the merchant MSCT service provider. The consumer has no dedicated 
MSCT application on their device but the merchant-presented data is read by a generic 
application (e.g. a QR-code reader) on the consumer device and a redirection to a merchant 
website takes place. On this webpage the consumer confirms or selects a PISP and provides 
their consumer identification data. 

Below a brief analysis will be made for both cases and their impact on the technical 
interoperability requirements. Also, the challenges for these two cases will be identified.  
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Case 1 – PISP is consumer MSCT service provider 

This model is represented in the figure below. 

 

 

 
Figure 16: Model for MSCTs based on merchant-presented data whereby PISP is consumer 

MSCT service provider 
 
In this model, the consumer has on-boarded with the PISP and downloaded an MSCT 
application on their mobile device, hereby providing the necessary consent with respect to 
the PISP according to PSD2 (Arts. 51 through 58, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 30)58. The 
technical interoperability requirements specified in sections 2.2, 2.3 and Table 1 in EPC312-
19 apply for the PISP as MSCT service provider of the consumer. Also note that to enable 
the PISP to use the PSD2 API for the communication with the consumer ASPSP, the 
consumer should have registered their CustomerID and IBAN during the on-boarding 
process with the PISP, hereby meeting the appropriate security guidelines (see chapter 14 in 
the MSCT IG). 

Challenge: Complementing the usage of the PSD2 API, an additional feature (beyond PSD2 
and RTS) should be supported, namely the notification from the consumer ASPSP to the PISP 
(= consumer MSCT service provider) about the successful/unsuccessful transaction in 
support of the notifications to the consumer and the merchant (see section 2.3 in EPC312-
19). 

  

                                                      
58 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the following four questions: EBA Q&A 
2020_5570 to 5573. 
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Case 2 – PISP is merchant MSCT service provider 

This model is represented in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 17: Model for MSCT based on merchant-presented data whereby PISP is merchant 
MSCT service provider 

 
In this model, it is assumed that the consumer ASPSP is their MSCT service provider while a 
PISP is involved on the merchant side as the merchant MSCT service provider. The 
merchant-presented data provided to the consumer at the POI (e.g. via a QR-code) is read 
by a generic QR-code reader on the consumer device and re-directs the consumer to a 
merchant webpage. To proceed with the payment, the consumer confirms the PISP or is 
invited to select a PISP hereby giving the appropriate consent to the PISP for the initiation of 
the MSCT according to PSD2 (Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 30). The consumer 
should subsequently provide their CustomerID and IBAN to the PISP i-frame to enable the 
PISP to initiate the MSCT via the PSD2 API59. 

Since the PISP is the MSCT service provider of the merchant, the interoperability 
requirements described in sections 2.3, 2.4 and Table 1 in EPC096-20 apply as the 
transaction data available to the PISP would be the same as in the case of an MSCT based on 
consumer-presented data. However, the functional requirements for the HUB as listed in 
EPC096-20 with respect to the transfer of the Payment Request messages could be covered 
by the PSD2 API; this model is in fact reduced to a 3-corner model.  

  

                                                      
59 Alternative methods exist such as enabling the consumer to select their ASPSP and being redirected towards 
an ASPSP hosted webpage to enter their identification data. 
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Challenges: 

 Complementing the usage of the PSD2 API, an additional feature (beyond PSD2 and 
RTS) should be supported, namely the notification from the consumer ASPSP (= 
consumer MSCT service provider) to the PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) 
about the successful/unsuccessful transaction (see Table 1 in EPC096-20) in support 
of the notification to the merchant (see section 2.4 in EPC096-20).  

 Consumer consent with respect to usage of the PISP (= merchant MSCT service 
provider) subject to EBA clarifications ((PSD2 Arts. 44, 45, 51 through 58, 64, 66 and 
94) and RTS (Art. 30))60.  

 Consumer and merchant experience. 
 

3.2.2 MSCTs based on consumer-presented data 

Two different main cases could be distinguished concerning the involvement of a PISP:  

 Case 1: The PISP is the consumer MSCT service provider and the consumer has a 
dedicated MSCT application on their consumer device. The consumer-presented 
data includes the identifier to route the Payment Request message via the HUB to 
the PISP (see EPC096-20). 

 Case 2: The PISP is the merchant MSCT service provider. Hereby a dedicated 
agreement will be needed between the merchant and the PISP. 

Both cases will now be further analysed below. 

Case 1 – PISP is consumer MSCT service provider 

This model is represented in the figure below. 

                                                      
60 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 
2020_5573 
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Figure 18: Model for MSCTs based on consumer-presented data whereby PISP is consumer 
MSCT service provider 

 
In this model, the consumer has on-boarded with the PISP and downloaded an MSCT 
application on their mobile device, hereby providing the necessary consent with respect to 
the PISP according to PSD2 (Arts. 51 through 58, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 30)61. The 
technical interoperability requirements specified in sections 2.2, 2.3 and Table 1 in EPC312-
19 apply for the PISP as MSCT service provider of the consumer. Also note that to enable 
the PISP to use the PSD2 API for the communication with the consumer ASPSP, the 
consumer should have registered their CustomerID and IBAN during the on-boarding 
process with the PISP, hereby meeting the appropriate security guidelines (see chapter 14 in 
the MSCT IG). 
 
Challenge: Complementing the usage of the PSD2 API, an additional feature (beyond PSD2 
and RTS) should be supported, namely the notification from the consumer ASPSP to the PISP 
(= consumer MSCT service provider) about the successful/unsuccessful transaction in 
support of the notifications to the consumer and the merchant (see section 2.3 in EPC312-
19). 
 

Note: This model remains valid for e- and m- commerce if the consumer data is entered on a 
merchant webpage whereby the consumer selects or confirms the PISP. 

 

  

                                                      
61 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 
2020_5573. 
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Case 2 – PISP is merchant MSCT service provider 

Typically, the consumer-presented data is provided by the consumer to the merchant POI 
and forwarded together with the transaction data (transaction amount, name/IBAN 
merchant, etc.) to the merchant MSCT service provider = PISP for the initiation of the MSCT. 
In order to enable the PISP to use the PSD2 API for the communication with the consumer 
ASPSP, the CustomerID and IBAN of the consumer should be made available “in clear” to the 
PISP62.  

One of the main challenges however with the involvement of a PISP on the merchant side is 
how the consumer can give the appropriate consent for the usage of a PISP in accordance 
with the PSD2 (Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 30)63.  

In what follows, two different sub-cases could be distinguished concerning the involvement 
of a PISP as merchant MSCT service provider: 

 Subcase 2.1: A PISP involved on the merchant side for e- and m-commerce; 

 Subcase 2.2: A PISP involved on the merchant side for in-store payments. 

Note that for the two subcases above, if the PISP is at the same time also the consumer 
MSCT service provider, which means that the consumer has on-boarded with this PISP (see 
also the case 1 in this section), then the model becomes effectively a 3-corner model that 
will not be further discussed in this document. 

Below a brief analysis will be made of each of the two subcases distinguished above and 
their impact on the technical interoperability requirements. Also, the challenges for these 
two subcases will be identified. 

 

Subcase 2.1 – PISP on merchant side for e- or m-commerce 

This model is represented in the figure below. 

 

                                                      
62 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5476 and 
2020_5477. 
63 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 
2020_5573. 
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Figure 19: Model for MSCT based on consumer-presented data whereby PISP is merchant 
MSCT service provider / e- and m-commerce 

 
In this model, it is assumed that the consumer ASPSP is their MSCT service provider while a 
PISP is involved on the merchant side as the merchant MSCT service provider. To proceed 
with the payment, the consumer is invited to confirm or select a PISP on the merchant 
webpage, whereby they are able to access the appropriate PISP information. They 
subsequently give the appropriate request and consent to the PISP for the initiation of the 
MSCT according to PSD2 (Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94), by providing their CustomerID and 
IBAN to the PISP i-frame to enable the PISP the initiation of the MSCT via the PSD2 API to 
the consumer ASPSP. 
 

Since the PISP is the MSCT service provider of the merchant, the interoperability 
requirements of section 2.3, 2.4 and Table 1 in EPC096-20 apply. However, the functional 
requirements for the HUB with respect to the transfer of the Payment Request messages 
could be covered by the PSD2 API; this model is in fact reduced to a 3-corner model.  

Challenges:  

 Complementing the usage of the PSD2 API, an additional feature (beyond PSD2 and 
RTS) should be supported, namely the notification from the consumer ASPSP (= 
consumer MSCT service provider) to the PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) 
about the successful/unsuccessful transaction in support of the notification to the 
merchant (see section 2.4 in EPC096-20). 

 Protection of CustomerID and IBAN subject to EBA clarifications64. 

                                                      
64 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5476 and 
2020_5477. 
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 Consumer consent with respect to usage of the PISP (= merchant MSCT service 
provider) subject to EBA clarifications ((Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 
30))65.  

 

Subcase 2.2 – PISP on merchant side for in-store 

This model is represented in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 20: Model for MSCT based on consumer-presented data whereby PISP is merchant 
MSCT service provider / in-store 

 
In this model, it is assumed that the consumer ASPSP is their MSCT service provider while a 
PISP is involved on the merchant side as the merchant MSCT service provider. To proceed 
with the payment, the consumer provides their consumer-presented data to the merchant, 
e.g. via a QR-code. The consumer should also provide the appropriate consent via the 
merchant on the usage of a PISP for the initiation of the MSCT according to PSD2 (Arts. 44, 
45, 64, 66 and 94). Moreover, it is hereby assumed that the consumer identification data, 
i.e. CustomerID and IBAN are provided “in clear” to enable the PISP to use the PSD2 API for 
the communication with the consumer ASPSP. 

Since the PISP is the MSCT service provider of the merchant, the interoperability 
requirements of section 2.3, 2.4 and Table 1 in EPC096-20 apply. However, the functional 
requirements for the HUB with respect to the transfer of the Payment Request messages 
could be covered by the PSD2 API; this model is in fact reduced to a 3-corner model.  

 
  

                                                      
65 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 
2020_5573. 
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Challenges: 

 Complementing the usage of the PSD2 API, an additional feature (beyond PSD2 and 
RTS) should be supported, namely the notification from the consumer ASPSP (= 
consumer MSCT service provider) to the PISP (= merchant MSCT service provider) 
about the successful/unsuccessful transaction (see Table 1 in EPC096-20) in support 
of the notification to the merchant (see section 2.4 in EPC096-20). 

 Protection of CustomerID and IBAN subject to EBA clarifications66. 

 Consumer consent with respect to usage of the PISP subject to EBA clarifications 
((Arts. 44, 45, 64, 66 and 94) and RTS (Art. 30))67.  

 

3.3  Models involving a Collecting PSP (CPSP)  

This annex analyses models for MSCTs at POI involving a Collecting Payment Service Provider 
(CPSP) on the merchant side which acts as a collector of payment transactions on behalf of 
the merchant (the ultimate beneficiary) and their impact on the interoperability of MSCTs at 
the POI. This CPSP has their own ASPSP. 

The model is represented in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 21: Model involving a CPSP 
 
 
In this model, the transaction at the POI is an MSCT from the consumer to the CPSP (as the 
beneficiary), followed by a second payment, either through an SCT Inst or an SCT 
transaction, from the CPSP (the originator) to the merchant. The merchant needs to have 

                                                      
66 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5476 and 
2020_5477. 
67 Subject to further clarifications to be provided by the EBA on the questions EBA Q&A 2020_5570 and 
2020_5573. 
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contracts with both the CPSP and their ASPSP. After the first SCT Inst payment, the 
merchant shall be informed of the execution by the merchant MSCT service provider (via 
the notification message, see section 2.3 in EPC312-19 or section 2.4 in EPC096-20) so that 
the goods or services can be released.  

The payee in this first transaction is the CPSP. Hence the consumer shall be duly informed 
that the MSCT is conducted to this CPSP, related to the merchant, and not to the actual 
merchant68. This will also impact, if performed, the SCA with dynamic linking. Therefore, the 
notion of “payee reference party” has been introduced in the messages exchanged between 
the respective MSCT service providers (see for instance EPC096-20, section 7) to include the 
merchant next to the payee that is the CPSP.  

From a technical interoperability perspective, the interoperability requirements specified in 
Table 1 in EPC312-19, in case of merchant-presented data, and in Table 1 in EPC096-20, in 
case of consumer-presented data, apply. The subsequent interactions related to the second 
(instant) credit transfer transaction from the CPSP to the merchant are to follow the SCT 
Instant or SCT scheme rulebooks, as relevant.  

Furthermore, it is to be noted that different implementation models may exist, e.g., the 
MSCT service provider on the merchant side could be the CPSP MSCT service provider. The 
flow of the notification message to the merchant may depend on the actual implementation 
model and will need to be further analysed in future work.  

Also note that often the roles of the merchant MSCT service provide and the CPSP are 
assumed by a single entity. If this is not the case, there is no technical interface between the 
CPSP and the merchant but there is a need for an appropriate contract between the two 
parties. 

                                                      
68 This relates to the scope of the ERPB WG on Transparency for retail payments end-users (see 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/groups/erpb/shared/pdf/13th-ERPB-
meeting/Statement_of_13th_ERPB_%20meeting.pdf). 


